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P. O. Box 3276

Serving Amateur Radio

Lenoir, NC 28645

Next LARC Meeting
Thursday, October 12
7:00 PM
Gamewell Fire Dept.
2806 Morganton Blvd SW
Lenoir
LARC Weekly Net
146.625 Minus 94.8
Alt 147.330 Plus 141.3
Friday, 9:00 PM
Caldwell ARES Net
Sunday, 9:00 PM
147.330 Plus 141.3
DMR Digital Net
Tuesday 8:00 PM

2017

In Caldwell County

Slow Scan Television (SSTV)
LARC October Meeting
Got an HF rig, an antenna, a computer, SSTV software and you too
can send a digital picture around the world in under 2 minutes!
Come see John Crowe AG4ZL demonstrate how to set up your
system to send and received slow
scan television images.
The business meeting will follow
the program, including
nomination of Club Officers for
2018 and plans for the October 28
Fox Hunt.
See you at the meeting!

President’s Comments
John Crowe AG4ZL
While it's fun working with radio equipment and communicating with
people in faraway places, there is a more serious side to amateur
radio. Ham operators provide an important service during
emergencies, such as earthquakes, severe weather events, forest
fires, etc. When telephone lines go down, electricity is cut off, cell
towers lose signals, all this fancy technology that we usually rely on
to get things done is useless. Amateur radio operators can set up
emergency communication stations in a flash and establish contact
with almost anyone around the world to help get things going again.
Countless lives have been saved by skilled hams acting in emergency situations, whether a
flood in Bangladesh or a hurricane in the Caribbean.
That being said, Slow Scan Television (SSTV) was widely use during Hurricane Katrina to get out
pictures of the devastation out to the authorities during the first days after Katrina made landfall.
I will be demonstrating this mode of radio communications at our next Club meeting, October
12, at the Gamewell Fire Dept. I hope to see you then.
7 3 John AG4ZL

LARC/Watauga Picnic/Fox Hunt Set For October 28
A fun fox hunt and picnic has been set for 2:00 PM on October 28 for
the members of both the Watauga and Lenoir Amateur Radio Clubs.
The event will be held at the Yadkin Valley Community Park, 2450
NC – 268, Lenoir. Planning is under and volunteers are needed to
help this event be a grand success.
The Clubs will provide BBQ, drinks and paper products. Members
are asked to bring side dishes and desserts.
Due to the Western Branch ARRL ARES meeting being scheduled for
that morning, Tom KA4HKK is asking for volunteers to cover during
his absence. Contact Tom thomasland@msn.com if you can help.
What is a fox hunt? Transmitter hunting (also known as Thunting, fox hunting, bunny hunting, and bunny chasing) is an activity where participants
use radio direction finding techniques to locate one or more radio transmitters hidden within a
designated search area. A video demonstrating fox hunting is at https://youtu.be/eQSiTqH9Dzw
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Caldwell ARES Activates for Hurricane Irma
Hurricane Irma developed on August 30 as an extremely powerful
and catastrophic Cape Verde-type hurricane – the most intense
Atlantic hurricane to strike the US since Katrina in 2005. Early
projections showed Irma taking a path similar to Hurricane Hugo in
1989 that caused much devastation to North Carolina. Caldwell
Emergency Management notified Tom Land KA4HKK, ARRL ARES EC
for Caldwell County to be on standby for possible activation. Tom
KA4HKK asked for ARES members to assist in testing the amateur
radio equipment at the Caldwell EOC. John AG4ZL and Ro K4HRM
joined Tom in testing the radios and the recently installed HF
antenna. The ARES team spent a couple days testing the equipment
and resolving issues. Even though NC became less of a threat to the
area as days passed, evacuees from Florida were flowing north and
the possible need for sheltering increased as well as the need to provide assistant to
surrounding counties. The Caldwell Emergency Manager requested that the ARES team
continue assisting the EOC until the resulting tropical storm had cleared Caldwell County.
During the afternoon of September 11, weather conditions quickly deteriorated in the County
and the County Commission, upon the advise of the Sheriff and the Emergency Manager,
declared a state of emergency for the county. Tom, John and Ro were joined by Irv W4IWK and
Shirley Kanode CERT coordinator, in the EOC. They provided support for radio, weather and
road conditions as well as maintain call logs and preparing briefings to various county officials.
The ARES team spent the better part of 4 days working at the EOC and the Emergency Manager
expressed his sincere appreciation for their work and was highly complimentary of the
professionalism demonstrated by the team.

Sheriff Jones, Chief Day, EM Teague
receive weather briefing from John AG4ZL
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Tom KA4HKK, Shirley Kanode CERT, Irv W4IWK
and John AG4ZL review road and weather
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A Little Something To Think About!
At the next meeting, the members will be nominating officers to lead
the Club in 2018. LARC is no different that any other organization in
that its members look to the officers for leadership in the Clubs
activities. Ever think about why you are a member of LARC? I can
name at least 10 almost without thinking. Public service, Networking,
Promoting Awareness, Assistance, Volunteer, Brotherhood,
Enrichment, Exposure, Growth, Social.
Club participation is the best way to plug into the amateur radio hobby and to make a positive
impact on the greater community. LARC can help you form relationships with peers who share
the broad spectrum of radio interests, give you an opportunity to become a leader or contribute
as a team member, raise awareness of the importance of amateur radio in the community, and
make a lasting impact during emergencies.
Club participation can provide a creative outlet to share what you have learned in the hobby or
to learn from others who have “been there, done that.” Sticking with LARC for multiple years
can provide a rewarding experience as you watch the Club and its members grow, and help
shape the organization with your individual vision. Membership in LARC is NOT a requirement
to attend meetings, programs, and events. If you are not a “joiner,” you are still welcome to
participate in every way (except you can’t vote on Club matters).
Your involvement with LARC is what you make of it. While personal fulfillment is the principle
aim, engaging in the amateur radio hobby can lead to you acquiring substantial skill,
knowledge, and experience. Being a part of LARC is a natural stage for sharing this skill,
knowledge, and experience by participating in programs and events that focus on the various
aspects of amateur radio. Are you doing your part? Get involved with LARC, consider being a
Club officer. You will be surprised how much you can contribute and learn while enjoying your
hobby!
Just maybe you will be inspired to be a Club officer.

I get the following 2 questions quite often:
What apps do you have on your phone for amateur radio use? Here are a
few of mine: Google Earth, Google Maps, MyRadarPro, FEMA, ReadyNC,
RepeaterBook, EchoLink, aprs.fi, HamLog, Scanner, eNIFOG. Send me a list
of the apps you find helpful and I will build a list to share in a future
newsletter. Send replies to cq.k4hrm(at)gmail(dot)com.
What software do you use for logging, digital, SSTV? Now, I am in the dark
just as much as you. I have been asking the same question of my ham friends.
So if you use software for these that you really like, send to me at the above
address and I will build a list and share in a future newsletter.
News & Views
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A Visit To The Asheville Radio Museum
On September 23, Gary K3OS, Dick K0CAT and Ro K4HRM venture to Asheville for a special tour
of the Asheville Radio Museum, the South’s largest teaching collection of amateur and vintage
radios. Museum curator Stuart Smolkin provided an overview of the Museum’s mission and
opened the museum to the trio to full collection with an invitation to “touch and feel, but don’t
break.”
For the next 3 hours, they enjoyed seeing transmitters and receivers, beginning with an early
spark gap CW transmitter; various displays of vintage radios; early radio literature; vacuum
tubes; and much, much more!
When time to head back to Hickory, they thank Stuart for his hospitality and all agreed that the
Museum was a trip worth making and encourage other Club members to consider going.
The Museum is located on the campus of A-B Technical Community College, Room 315 Elm
Bldg., 283 Victoria Rd, Asheville. Museum hours are Fridays 1:00-3:00 PM, March thru
November, Admission is free. See a video of the Museum at
https://www.avlradiomuseum.org/museum-video?wix-vod-videoid=eb5f34bcd29e497094aa901efd04f5b5&wix-vod-comp-id=comp-iyrd7ger#
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Tower Building 101: Foundation, Tower and Winch Assemblies
By Dick Blumenstein K0CAT
Last month we poured the tower foundation, moved the tower to the vicinity of the foundation
base and mounted the steel tower base plate onto the foundation anchor bolts and grouted
under the base plate. I also did a little ground rod and ground wire work.
This month was mostly dealing with the foundation, the tower itself and the winch assemblies.
They say that you need to build the same house twice to get it just right. The same seems to be
true for installing a tower. If you recall the concrete foundation forms that I had built, they were
essentially “walls” with a sheet of plywood on one side against which the concrete would push.
The foundation hole, of course, was not perfectly square as you looked down onto the site, since
an excavator had dug the hole. Hence, when the form was lowered into the hole, there were
some spots where you could see down into the
hole around the outside of the forms. I had tried
to plug those holes up the best I could with some
scrap wood. I should have covered the outside
of the forms also with some plywood; it would
have been cheap insurance. I have presently
spent hours upon hours with a hammer drill and
chisel to bust up the concrete that oozed through
those bottom holes, rose up and flowed into the
cavities of the concrete form walls. The photo to
the right is the first side as I started to try to
remove it. Here you can see the concrete where
it has risen about 4-6 inches into the 9” high
cavity!

When I finally was able to remove the first form
wall, you can see where one section still had the
concrete in it and how much I had to remove; it’s
in the bucket! (I had knocked the concrete out
of the other sections of this wall when I took the
picture!). It took me about 2.5 hours to remove
the screws and chisel/pound the concrete out
just to get this section out. At the time of this
writing, I have only been able to remove two of
the four sides.
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Here are two great volunteers - my wife, Jill, and Ro
K4HRM trying unsuccessfully to remove the 3rd and
4th form walls. At this point, they didn’t realize why
the walls were not just lifting up and out since I was
able to remove the other 2 walls.
There are 3 motor assemblies that are part of the
tower; the “prop pitch” motor that turns the
antenna mast and antennas, the winch
assembly/gin pole arm that raises the tower from
the horizontal position and the winch assembly that
raises and lowers the tower vertically. (In a much
later article when I address the antenna assembly,
I’ll fill you in on the prop pitch motor.)
The other two winch assemblies that could not have
been factory made and were obviously built up by
the original tower owner (I’m the third owner, I
believe) needed much rework. Here is the rear
portion of the winch assembly that is part of the gin
pole. The motor has a gear system that goes to a
modified hand winch. I had to completely remove
all the parts on the gin arm as well as rebuild the
modified hand winch with some new gearing. If
you look closely at the below picture, I am carefully
cutting and removing the wiring that goes to the
motor that raises and lowers the tower from the
horizontal position. The armored cable cover
for the wiring is really intended to be used
inside a structure and not to be exposed to the
elements, so I am removing it at this time to
improve on the design. The red knob is the
control switch that makes the motor run forward
or reverse.
At the other end of the gin pole arm was this
hugely undersized pulley block that had to take
the entire load of the wire rope as it made its
way from the crank assembly to the tower. Its
maximum load capacity was about 425 lbs. and
if you examine the picture carefully it had been almost destroyed during
its former use. I removed it.
I then purchased a 3000 lb. pulley block (below) and took it to a local
welding shop to have it welded onto the front of the gin pole arm.
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Finally, here is the other winch assembly that
raises and lowers the tower vertically.
Both winch assemblies had been powered by
previous owners by dragging over an extension
AC cord from the house and then plugging it onto
one of the two dangling AC plugs coming from the
winch wiring. I decide to remove that wiring and
make it more professional and safer to use (more
on that later). Also note that there was no safety
shield on either winch assembly. That issue has
been addressed.
Since I had all the rust removed from the tower
base plate, I decided that I needed to take the remaining parts back to “Poss” and sand blast the
remaining steel parts. Here are some of the parts before and after sandblasting.

I then rushed home to paint all the parts with several coats
of a cold galvanizing compound.
Finally, in
the picture
to the right
is the main
gin pole
winch
assembly
finished
and ready
to install,
with new
wiring and wiring conduit suitable for a wet location, a
rebuilt hand winch as well as an added safety shield to
prevent ones fingers or other things from getting caught in
the gear/chain assembly.
News & Views
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Attention was then turned to the tower. At the top
of the tower was some old hardware that had some
syncros to tell a controller what direction the
antenna was turned. That circuitry was no longer
used when I bought the tower, but the hardware
was still there. I removed everything from the top
of the tower and discovered that the mast pillow
bearing block was defective and needed to be
replaced, so it was also removed.
Here is the tower after I finished removing
everything from the top of it and painting it.
Another realization…. if I had known that I was
going to be using about 16 @ 20 oz. cans of spray galvanizing compound to paint the tower and
its accessories, I probably could have bought the compound and a decent paint sprayer;
another lesson learned (too late!)
I looked around for a replacement-bearing block and
could not easily find one that was a direct replacement,
but then ran into a Yaesu tower bearing that was just
perfect for the job. It was very well made. Here is where I
had just drilled out the top of the tower and mounted the
new bearing. This bearing takes the brunt of the vertical
load of the mast and the antenna assembly so that weight
does not affect the prop pitch motor that rotates the mast.
With a little
persuasion, Jill and I
managed to “slip” the
100 lb. or so heavyduty mast thru the
bearing and connect it
with the mast pipe that
comes up from the
prop pitch motor.
I had painted the tower on two of its sides but then had to
enlist the help of Ro and Jill again to flip the tower over to
its last remaining side so I could paint that side. Once that
was done, I started the exasperating sequence of trying to
collapse the tower into itself, as it had been partially
elongated from the very beginning so that I could paint it.
There are three wire cables in the tower that have a
complex relationship to each other and it took quite a
while trying to figure out where to attach a come-a-long
between which sections to try to collapse it.
News & Views
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Ro and Jill came back to help with that task and then
flipped the tower one more time so that the correct side
was facing down, and then slide the tower down so that
it was more aligned with the tower foundation and
mounting bracket. The tower weighs about 1700 lbs.
Here is Ro cranking one of the two come-a-longs, using
my truck as a dead man weight to help slide the tower
downhill a little. It took many hours to collapse the
tower and flip it several times during this whole
process.
An aerial view of the tower collapsed into itself (whew!)
and semi aligned with the tower base (which is off the
picture to the right).
So finally, here is the tower collapsed and almost (but
not quite aligned) with the tower base. It will need a
little more sliding down hill before it will be perfected
aligned with the tower base.

Finally, at the end of a loooong day, we took two of the four
concrete forms to the fire pit and had a wondrous evening
when the sun went down. In the coming week or so, we look
forward to burning the other two when we are finally able to
extract them from the death grip of the tower foundation.
Until then… maybe we should plan on some smores for the
next bonfire.

NEXT MONTH – Removing the rest of the concrete forms, moving the tower onto the base, wiring power
to the vicinity of the tower, and attempting (hopefully) to raise the tower for the first time to a vertical
position.
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Upcoming Hamfests: Mark Your Calendar
November 19, 2017 JARSFest 2017, Johnson Amateur Radio Society, Benson, NC,
http://www.jars.net
March 31, 2018 RARSfest/ARRL North Carolina State Convention, Raleigh
Amateur Radio Society, Raleigh, NC, http://www.rars.org/hamfest/
July 21, 2018 Mid-Summer Swapfest, Cary Amateur Radio Club, Cary, NC,
http://www.qsl.net/n4nc/

Western Branch ARRL ARES Meeting
The ARRL ARES NC Western Branch will hold it’s annual meeting on October 28, 8:00 AM until
Noon, at the Caldwell County Public Library, 120 Hospital Ave NW, Lenoir. All ARES members
or amateur operators interested in ARES are invited to attend.

LARC 2017 Officers

John Crowe

Josh Edwards

Tom Land

Ro Maddox

President

Vice President

Secretary

Treasurer

NC4JA

N4JDE

KA4HKK

K4HRM

Send comments concerning the Newsletter
to Ro Maddox K4HRM hrmaddox@nettally.com
Suggestions and articles are appreciated.
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